
The GOAT - usually we think of the farm animal with four legs
However, in sports, GOAT is an acronym for the Greatest Of All Time
People with too much time on their hands like to compare different athletes and declare who is the greatest of all time, 

even if they played in different eras and never played against each other
For basketball one might compare Michael Jordan to Walt Chamberlain or LaBron James to Magic Johnson
For football one might compare Joe Montana to Payton Manning or Fran Tarkenton to Tom Brady
These sorts of discussions can go on forever - games change so much from one era to another that comparing careers of 

one athlete against another are almost useless
However, Jesus’ Apostles don’t think it is useless
Jesus is telling His disciples that He will be handed over, killed, and then rise in 3 days - you think this would be quite the 

statement and one would want some clarification
Mark, the writer of the Gospel does say they didn’t understand - however, they were too afraid to question Him further
So what do the Apostles do instead? - they discuss who is the greatest among them
Now this is sort of a good natural desire, right - we should all desire to be the best that God created us to be - however, 

comparing ourselves to others can sometimes be useful, but usually not
However, they might have had a reason to do this activity - not a good reason, but a reason - there is some evidence that 

at this point, they thought Jesus was going to restore the glory days of the nation of Israel - back when the northern 
kingdom Israel and the southern kingdom Judah were one nation under King David

So if Jesus is king, an earthly king, then He is going to need a second in command - we see later in Matthew 16:18-19, 
that Jesus actually does pick a number one, Peter - however, at this time the spot was still open for debate so they 
did, they debated it

Jesus, once they arrive at their destination, asks them what they were discussing along the way
Like children before their parents when they know they have done something wrong, they remain silent
He then tells them greatness, being first, is defined by being last and the servant of all
This is supposedly what politicians are suppose to do - in high school, my government teacher said that the founding 

fathers did not want career politicians - they envisioned government positions to be one of service to one’s people 
that would be held only temporarily

But not just politicians - we are all called to judge our greatness through the eyes of God - we are called to see our 
greatness based on how well we serve others

Jesus takes a child and says, “Whoever receives one child such as this in my name, receives me, and whoever receives 
me, receives not me, but the One who sent me”

In Jesus time, children and widows had no default standing in the Jewish society - they were the most vulnerable to 
starvation and poverty



So Jesus is saying whoever receives and helps the lowest of society receives me, and not me, but God the Father
Do we spend time with, do we associate with the lowly, the poor, the sick, the dying? Or do we prefer to associate and 

spend time with the rich and wealthy and others more like ourselves?
I speaking to myself too - I need to do a better job of visiting the sick and the homebound
Or what about parents? - I remember in the 90’s Jennifer Capriati was a teenage world class tennis player - her father and 

mother quit their jobs and the whole family lived off of her winnings and endorsements
Now this isn’t healthy - to put the whole livelihood of the family on the shoulders of a teen tennis player - that’s a lot of 

pressure
And yet the opposite is not healthy either - when the father’s and mother’s career ambitions are so great that they barely 

spend quality time with their kids - they may have a lot of nice material wealth, but their kids feel abandoned and 
alone

Have we received the children God has given to us? I can ask that as a spiritual father - have I received you as well as I 
could? Probably not, I probably could do better

Are we open to receiving more children that God may want to give us? Are we open to receiving the special children that 
God wants to give us?

St. Paul says in the second reading that where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is disorder and every foul 
practice

I’m not saying it is easy - in fact I saw a father who was constantly angry at the world because he felt like the world didn’t 
give his son who had cerebral palsy equal opportunities

It is not easy to raise a child with down syndrome - but all children are a gift from God - too many children are dying in the 
womb because they are unwanted or seen as a detriment to the lifestyle of the parents or to their vision of what 
their family should look like - where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is disorder and every foul practice

Now if you have had an abortion or demanded that someone have an abortion, God’s love and mercy is greater than your 
sin - God still loves you and wants to forgive you and take any hurt and weight away - God is waiting for you as He 
does all sinners, which is all of us, in the Sacrament of Reconciliation - Jesus wants to forgive you - He loves you 
too much to let you stay in the pain and guilt you are in - call me and you can receive forgiveness in a more 
anonymous setting than the Saturday Confession line at SJTB

Where jealousy and selfish ambition exist, there is disorder and every foul practice - we see this in the recent Planned 
Parenthood videos - it is not surprising that a place that kills babies in the womb would commit further evil in selling 
body parts and killing babies outside the womb that somehow survived the initial abortion attempt

When our passions and desires are out of whack with God’s will for our lives, bad things will happen
None of us like to hear what we are doing wrong - we like to know that what we are doing is awesome or at least okay
However, can we take criticism or correction? - or are we too wicked to hear it?



In the first reading from Wisdom, the author says the wicked don’t want to hear the truth - when we are steeped in sin, 
often we are unwilling to change or to give something up - as St. Augustine said when he was stuck in his sinful 
ways before His conversion, “Lord, I want holiness; just not yet.”

In our jealousy and ambition, we often become blind to the will of God - in our desire to be first, to be the greatest in the 
eyes of the world, we forget to become the greatest in the eyes of God

In our efforts to be first we forget that we are called to be last, the servant of all - it is only when we are last - it is only 
when we serve God and others first and ourselves last, that we become first - it is in being the servant of all that we 
become first in the eyes of God, which is the only thing that really matters in the end 

Jesus is the GOAT, the Greatest Of All Time - we are not called to take His place - we are just called to follow Him


